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About This Content

Join Duleep Singh in his quest to reclaim his birthright as the Maharaja. In his quest to reclaim his heritage, he will take on the
Templars and test his friendship with the Queen. Discover ten brand new missions set within London!

These missions become accessible after finishing sequence 3.
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Title: Assassin's Creed Syndicate - The Last Maharaja
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Ubisoft Quebec, in collaboration with Ubisoft Annecy, Bucharest, Kiev, Montreal, Montpellier, Shanghai, Singapore, Sofia,
Toronto studios
Franchise:
Assassin's Creed
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or Windows 8.1 or Windows 10 (64bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core i5 2400s @ 2.5 GHz / AMD FX 6350 @ 3.9 GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 / AMD Radeon R9 270 (2GB VRAM with Shader Model 5.0)

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Dutch,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional
Chinese,Danish,Finnish,Norwegian,Swedish
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No sound in this DLC and lots of other glitches and bugs. (the no sound is clearly a bug too, but it makes the DLC worthless).
Buisness as usual, nothing special. I don't recommend to buy it. Okay, it's an other questline but in my opinion it's not worth it..
There is still a lack of voices in this DLC. Sure, you can hear the music and see the animations (even read the subtitles) but you
cannot hear the characters talk. It's great fun!

Edit: The sound issues are now fixed and now that I have played through the DLC, I would 100% recommend it. It's a bunch of
fun and brings more Syndicate charm to the table.. No sound wtf
UBISOFT please fix it
. This is a tough one to review - Singh is annoying and his quests are frustrating and sometimes boring. It does fit quite well into
the main storyline though. I enjoyed the gameplay more than the storyline here, so I'm still going to give it a thumbs up. I see
people complaining about audio issues but I didn't have any. It is buggy though, I had to restart missions a couple of times - e.g.
there's one where Singh is fighting someone and you have to assassinate them from a rooftop, I did and he hit the ground but
Singh continued to fight... no-one. That was the worst glitch I saw in the entire game.

So yes, it's not a strong DLC but if you enjoy the overall game, it's worth checking out... while on sale.. Probably also done in
India. Otherwise there is no explanation for big amount of bugs that can completelly broke your game and saves. Also story is
*****.
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No audio on the voice acting, so you have no idea what is going on most of the time. Don't buy it until this issue is fixed.. If you
found the main story interesting and want more, this is worth it.. unplayable, sound issues.. A separate line of quests like The
Streets of London DLC.
All are good and varied and mixes right in with eveything else in the main game.

And that is my main issue with the DLC: It came way too late and should have been released on day 1, together with The Streets
of London DLC.
It really makes no sense to play the missions when you have maxed out eveything, as you meet no resistance at all.
Having these missions avaiable after Seq 3 makes sense and at that point they could still present a challenge to some.

There are also some sound bugs in the cut scenes and for the first time in AC:Syndicate, I needed to kill the game a few times,
as some of the mission ending cutscenes locked up and didn't let me continue or restart.

Still it's a fun bunch of missions if you are just starting out with the game.. NO AUDIO!!!! PEOPLE ARE NOT TALKING!!!!
PLZ FIX IT!!!!!. Why does the audio not work!? What is wrong? Please fix ASAP. Really fun, i haven't experienced any bugs.
My only problem is that the cutscenes are super lazy, they're just in-game dialog.
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